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Preparing businesses for EU Exit

Preparing businesses for EU Exit
• Leaving the EU means businesses may need to prepare for
change.
• Leaving with a deal is the government’s top priority however
‘no deal’ is still a possibility.
• Businesses may need to take action before we leave, and
Defra recommends that businesses ensure they are prepared.
• New user friendly online tool for businesses to find the latest
information on EU Exit, how they will be affected, and the
actions they can take: www.gov.uk/euexitbusiness
• Several government departments including BEIS, FSA and
BDG have recently published information on the steps that
businesses may need to take to prepare for EU Exit.
• This presentation focuses on Defra guidance for businesses.

Preparing businesses for EU Exit
• Government recently published information for businesses on
several key themes affecting businesses, and will continue to
provide information and guidance on other topics that may
affect businesses should we leave the EU without a deal.
• Up to date guidance and tools have recently been launched
on the following topics:
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Food and drink
sector
landing page
Find here
Topics on the food and
drink landing page
include:
- Importing and
exporting
- Food labelling
- Your employees
- Chemical regulations
- Trade agreements
- Tariffs
- Data protection
- More information
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Importing and
exporting subpage
Advice includes getting a
UK Economic Operator
Registration and
Identification (EORI)
number, deciding whether
to hire an import-export
agent, and suggests
contacting organisations
that move goods to identify
information needs.
It contains guidance on
simplified customs
procedures for trading with
the EU if we leave without
a deal, and links to
HMRC’s advice for
businesses trading with the
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EU.

Labelling Update
The UK has no control over how food labelling changes will be enforced
outside the UK. The EU has issued guidance here confirming that labelling
changes will need to be in place from exit day to export to its markets.
Other non-EU countries may also require changes to be in place from exit day
to export to their markets.

The EU has also confirmed its definition of goods on the market. If an
individual food product is placed on the EU 27 market before the UK leaves
the EU, this “stock” of food can continue to be sold, distributed or transferred
in the EU 27 as of the exit date without the need for labelling changes. Food
can be considered to be placed on the EU market if it has been:
held in the EU 27 for the purpose of sale, including offering for sale or any
other form of transfer, whether free of charge or not
sold, distributed, or transferred by other forms to the EU 27

Read the EU’s guidance for goods on the EU market here
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Farming sector
landing page
Find here
Topics on the farming
landing page include:
- Farm and rural
payments: EU funding
- Importing and
exporting
- Your employees
- Food and drink
labelling including
organic produce
- Pesticides regulations
- Chemical regulations
- Trade agreements
- Data protection
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Farm and rural
payments: EU
funding subpage
Advice includes that in
2019 EU funding for rural
payment schemes
including the Basic
Payment Scheme will
continue, and provides
details of the relevant
agency administering the
scheme.
It also advises that to get
payments, farmers will
need to follow the same
standards as they do now.
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Chemicals
sector
landing page
Find here
Topics on the
chemicals landing
page include:
- Importing and
exporting
- Regulation and
standards
- Energy and climate
- Your employees
- Trade associations
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Regulation and
standards subpage
Advice includes that after
EU Exit there will be
changes to all chemical
regulations, including the
Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals
Regulation (REACH).
It also advises that
businesses will need to
transfer their registrations
to an EU/EEA-based
organisation or support
their EU/EEA-based
importers to become
registrants.
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Fisheries sector
landing page
Find here
Topics on the fisheries
landing page include:
- Access to waters
- EU and third country
waters
- Western waters
- Quota allocations and
fishing opportunities
- Control and
enforcement regime
- Access to ports
- Fishing in UK waters
- Foreign vessel
licensing
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Access to
waters sub-page
Advice includes that
access to waters will
change if the UK leaves
the EU without a deal and
provides guidance on rules
for access to UK waters
from 12 April 2019.
It also advises that the UK
will control and manage
access to fish in UK
waters, and be responsible
for managing our:
- territorial waters (out to
12 nautical miles)
- Exclusive Economic Zone
Non-UK vessels will no
longer have the automatic
right to fish in UK waters. 12

Veterinary sector
landing page
Find here
Topics on the
veterinary landing page
include:

- Importing and
exporting
- Changes to pet travel
- Veterinary medicines
- Your employees
- Veterinary
qualifications
- Data protection
- More information
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Changes to pet
travel sub-page
Advice includes that the
rules or taking pets to any
EU county will change if
the UK leaves the EU with
no deal and is treated as
an unlisted country.
It also provides vets with
guidance on what to advise
pet owners, and
information on a number of
veterinary regulations and
processes that will change
e.g. cascade and certificate
application systems.
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Existing trade
agreements
information
Find here
This guidance contains
information about:
- The status of
agreements with
countries we have
agreements with as a
member of the EU
- How you would trade
without a trade
agreement in force
- Other trade
preferences for imports
to the UK
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The guidance outlines that
we are in the process of
transitioning existing trade
agreements of which the
UK participates as a
member of the European
Union, and sets out the
status of those agreements
that may not be in place by
exit day.
It also advises that
without arrangements to
maintain preferences, trade
will take place on World
Trade Organisation (WTO)
terms which may affect
businesses’ ability to trade,
and outlines measures
businesses can take to
prepare.
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A ‘Border’ Business Readiness Communications
Toolkit is now available here his week to help
businesses prepare for EU Exit.
The communications products (videos, leaflets,
social media graphics) have been created to help
businesses understand how they can prepare for
changes at the border in a no deal EU Exit and avoid
disruption to trade. They encourage businesses to
take action, and direct them towards GOV.UK for
more information.
The toolkit and accompanying materials are available on
the Partnership Pack page on GOV.UK.
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Information
Commissioner’s
Office website
Find here
This guidance contains
information about:
- The flow of personal
data to and from the
UK and EEA countries
- Assessing whether a
business involves
transfer of personal
data to and from the
EEA and how this
might be affected in the
case of ‘no deal’
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The website contains
information on data
protection compliance, and
six steps to take to prepare
for compliance if the UK
leaves without a deal. It
also advises on GDPR and
the processing of personal
data, and provides
answers to frequently
asked questions about a
wide range of information
and data protection issues.
The resources section
provides a number of
information notes, pod
casts and other user
friendly tools to support
businesses to prepare for
EU Exit.
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Summary
• Businesses may need to take action before we leave the EU, and Defra
recommends that businesses ensure they are prepared
• EU preparation pages can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/brexit_en
• National preparation pages on the EU27:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/brexit/brexit-preparedness/national-brexitinformation-member-states_en

• Defra is working closely with other government departments and has
published information on the steps that businesses may need to take to
prepare for EU Exit.
• The Gov.UK sector landing pages, and other webpages, outlined today
can be accessed through the links in this presentation.
• Businesses can find the latest information on EU Exit, how they will be
affected, and the actions they can take here:
www.gov.uk/euexitbusiness

Thank you for listening.

